“Designing a revolutionary concept in software demanded a computer with extraordinary performance. The Tandy 2000 delivered.”

—Bill Gates
Chairman of the Board, Microsoft

Bill Gates has been at the leading edge of personal computing from the very beginning. His company is a leading producer of microcomputer software.

“Our newest software product, MS-Works, is an integrated windowing environment. It will let personal computer users combine individual programs into a powerful, integrated system.

“When we set out to design MS-Works in color, we knew that the Tandy 2000 computer would let us turn an extraordinary product into a work of art. The graphics are sharp and crisp, and gave us a degree of creativity like nothing before.

“Our engineers were quite impressed with the processing speed of the Tandy 2000’s 80186 microprocessor, too. And while the finished product will utilize the 2000’s Digi-Mouse, the well-laid out keyboard has helped us speed through the design stage.

“We’re proud of our work. So when we want to show someone how great MS-Works really is, we give them a demonstration. On the Tandy 2000.”

Isn’t it time you enjoyed peak performance from a personal computer? Go ahead, watch how much faster today’s most sophisticated programs run on the high-technology Tandy 2000.

You can choose from the hottest programs around, too, with our exclusive Express Order Software service.

Tandy 2000 systems start at $2999, and can be leased for only $105 per month*. Come in today and see what you’ve been missing.

Engineered for Excellence!
We’ve introduced the latest in technology for over 60 years. The Tandy 2000 offers twice the speed, graphics resolution and disk storage of other MS-DOS systems.

Our new 1985 computer catalog is yours for the asking at any Radio Shack Computer Center or participating Radio Shack store or dealer. Check out our complete line of microcomputers—from pocket models to lap-size portables, from powerful desktop computers to multi-user office systems. We have it all. That’s why we invite comparison!

Available at over 1200 Radio Shack Computer Centers and at participating Radio Shack stores and dealers.
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*Plus applicable use/sales tax. Prices apply at Radio Shack Computer Centers and participating stores and dealers. MS is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.